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SPECIAL SAVINGS GOING ON NOW

CHARLOTTE / PINEVILLE 11516 CAROLINA PLACE PARKWAY 704.341.7512
Ask a designer or visit ethanallen.com for details. Sale going on for a limited time. ©2017 Ethan Allen Global, Inc.
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2016 NARI CoTY Winner

IN -HOUSE DESIGNERS – COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING PROCESS
AWARD WINNING SERVICE – SOUTHEND DESIGN STUDIO
FIVE 2016 NARI CONTRACTOR OF THE YEAR AWARDS, INCLUDING BEST OF SHOW
Visit CaseCharlotte.com to view our CASE Studies and request a consultation
704-759-3920 | Charlotte, NC

Design

Landscape and lighting installed by the Morgan Landscape Group.

|

Installation

“Keeping Charlotte Green”

Outdoor Living

|

Maintenance

www . morganlandscapegroup . com

• 704.588.2292

Let Us Introduce Your Home
To The World

SOUTHPARK
7545 Morrocroft Farms Lane, Charlotte | $3.199 M
Reed Jackson 704-713-3623 & Cindy Castano Swannack 704-904-6619

One of Charlotte’s premier settings highlights this flagship home in gated Morrocroft Estates.

$1.4995 M
EASTOVER

1623 Scotland Avenue, Charlotte
Kim Raymond 704-451-3322

$3.45 M
THE PENINSULA

15510 Fishermans Rest Court,
Cornelius
Lori Ivester Jackson 704-996-5686

$1.399 M
THE POINT

126 Broad Sound Place, Mooresville
Doris Nash 704-201-3786
Jessica Simpson 704-787-3330

WHY IVESTER JACKSON | CHRISTIE’S?
• Over 1300 affiliate offices worldwide
• Engage the world’s most affluent audience
• Local expertise, tailored service,
Christie’s credibility

704-499-3054 | IvesterJackson.com | 4521 Sharon Road, Suite 375
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That’s what we provide for every Private Banking and Commercial client.
We promise.
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HAYES

Selling Charlotte’s

MOST DESIRABLE HOMES

The Bell Team
704.654.0979

Aaron Davis
704.651.3259

Meghan Hampton
704.607.7778

Chip Jetton
704.608.1661

Laina Kafiti
216.577.7232

Sarah Kennerly
704.904.6973

Cat Long
704.608.2605

Becky McGrath
704.560.1124

Amanda McLamb
917.690.2991

Nicole Papciak
704.962.9980

Peggy Peterson
704.904.6279

Sara Roche
704.516.3888

Jackie Smith
704.773.6575

The Tuck Team
704.904.4011

Catherine Turner
704.578.5551
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HAYES

Featured Homes

7117 Fairway Vista Drive • STONECROFT - $2,395,000

This classic and stately home resides on one of the most incredible lots in Stonecroft. The
property has a historic significance & the home was designed to tell the story. The land,
once owned by an old Charlotte family, required a house which resembled a “country
home” looked to have been built around the turn of the century. The homeowner & Christopher Phelps worked diligently to design every detail & architectural element to reflect the era.
As you enter the drive, the handsome brick pavers winds around in a circular pattern to meet
a traditional, dramatic front covered entrance. Lisa Rupp, 704-560-4772

813 Beauhaven Lane • Waxhaw - $1,395,000

Spectacular estate style custom home in Chatelaine, large level lot w/water views and tons
of upgrades. Features include 5 interior fireplaces, gleaming hardwoods, elegant moldings,
wet bar, butler’s pantry, GE Monogram stainless commercial style appliances, 10’ ceilings
on main, 2 laundry rooms, fitness room w/sauna, billiard room w/wet bar and media area,
covered terrace, salt water pool w/spa, outdoor fireplace, well irrigation. Rooms are spacious
w/neutral décor & lovely finishes. This home has it all! Peggy Peterson, 704-904-6279

3421 Park Road • Myers Park - $599,000

Located in Myers Park in the heart of South Charlotte, 3421 Park Road is minutes from Park
Road Shopping Center, East Boulevard, Uptown, the airport and much more! With a fully
renovated open ranch floor plan, this stunning home has 4 bedrooms, 3 full bathrooms,
a study and over 2,200 square feet of living spaces plus ample storage in the almost 1,300
square feet of unheated basement and walk up attic spaces. Enjoy the spacious, fenced
backyard from the year-round heated four season glass porch or one of the two decks or patio
out back. This home is situated amongst the greatest shopping, dining and entertainment
in the Queen City and no detail was left untouched! Jackie Smith, 704-773-6575

2112 Beverly Drive • Myers Park - $950,000

This quintessential Myers Park home is beautifully renovated while maintaining the
charm you love in an older home! Main floor master suite has exquisite master bath &
large walk-in closet. Top of the line kitchen featuring Viking appliances, white cabinets &
granite countertops. Kitchen open to family room framed by French doors overlooking
the fenced backyard. Three bedrooms & full bath upstairs. Detached garage. Situated on
a great lot on one of Myers Park’s most popular streets. The Bell Team, 704-654-0979

3116 Ingelow Lane • Charlotte - $655,000

Lovely 2-story traditional brick home on wonderful cul-de-sac street in Montibello. Main
floor features Brazilian cherry wood flooring, an updated kitchen & a blend of formal
& casual living spaces with loads of natural light. Upstairs is comprised of 4 bedrooms
with nicely sized owner’s suite featuring large remodeled bathroom & walk-in closet.
Gorgeous setting on 1/2 acre private flat lot. Leigh Cottingham Corso, 704-650-0063

11660 Hidden Forest Lane • Davidson - $399,900

Beautiful 3 bedroom home in Hamilton Crest with master on main floor. Kitchen has
granite counter tops and open floor plan with the family room. High ceilings throughout
and lots of natural sunlight from windows surrounding. Wonderful bonus room upstairs
and is great for entertainment or work space. Lovely brick patio. A 2nd bonus room
upstairs has a closet & is used as a BR, but septic permit is only for 3 BRs. Two car garage
with lots of storage space. Maren Brisson-Kuester, 704-287-7072

704-364-1700 • www.cchrealtors.com

From the editor

Embracing Downtime

L

et’s be honest, one of the luxuries of living in and
around Charlotte is being able to experience all four
seasons in one week.  It will never be possible for
this Southern girl to claim winter as my favorite time
of year, but I’ve learned there’s much to embrace
about this season.  I thrive on the renewed energy to
organize and de-clutter my house, the opportunity to experience half
of an inch of snow when eight inches is forecasted, and the excitement
of spring being just around the corner.  
Winter brings a subdued level of chaos around my house.  The
hustle and bustle that comes along with raising six kids (yes, you read
that right!) slows down drastically this time of year.  We spend a lot
more time indoors, play countless board games, and watch tons of
basketball.  This translates to having free time to scan my house for
“opportunities”.  If you can relate, then this issue will give you the
same level of inspiration it catapulted for me – whether it’s a new
piece of art, a couple of geometric green throw pillows or an entire
room makeover.
These pages remind me that design is not one size fits all.  It
transcends the standard to represent the trendy and timeless, the
modern and traditional, the clean and eclectic.  We strive to procure
it all with awe-inspiring feature homes, including an elegant Eastover
home with impeccable attention to interior design, then tossing
in a modern mountain vibe that brilliantly boasts clean lines and
immaculate architecture.
I invite you to indulge in the season of downtime, enjoy time
by a fire, clinch the opportunities in your surroundings and find
your inspiration!
Warmly,
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On The Cover:
Interior designer
Gray Walker uses
the classic color
scheme of this
fireplace’s original
blue and white tiles
as inspiration for the
exquisite study.

Angie Woods
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A private collection with over 45 limited edition, signed and
numbered prints available for acquisition. Native Charlottean,
Romare Bearden’s works of art on display during February
Experience a part of history in Charlotte!
Twenty-five percent of proceeds to benefit Brain Cancer Research

Homage to Mary Lou (after the Piano Lesson)
Romare Bearden 1983

facebook.com/HomeDDMag

houzz.com/pro/homedesigndecormag

The Lantern / Romare Bearden 1979

Charlotte Fine Art Gallery, LLC
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status or national origin.”
Low Country Communications Inc., d.b.a. Charlotte Home Design & Decor Magazine, does not act as an  agent for any of the realtors or builders in this publication. It
is recommended that you choose a qualified realtor to assist you in your new home purchase.
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style | art deco

Hearst Tower lobby designed by Atlanta-based architecture firm Smallwood, Reynolds, Stewart, Stewart; Photo courtesy of Paul Warchol Photography Inc.

Art Deco

Grandeur
Written by Nancy Atkinson
Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox

A closer look at the rich history
and iconic architecture that make
Art Deco one of the most enduring
international design styles.

With its gleaming lacquered surfaces, geometric shapes, and glamorous
black-and white color palette, Art Deco is one of the most iconic design movements of  the 20th century.
Born in the Roaring 20s, when silent films became talkies, dance clubs were
in vogue, and women gained the right to vote, Art Deco conveyed strength and
industry. It influenced the architecture, interior design, fashion, graphic arts
and films of the era, and continues to inspire designers and artists today.
     The style first received global attention at the 1925 World’s Fair held in Paris,
the Exposition Internationale des Arts Décoratifs et Industriels Modernes, from
which its name was coined.
     Though Art Deco reflected modern technology, it was partially inspired by
artifacts discovered in 1922 in King Tut’s tomb, and by the repeating designs and
vivid colors common in Egyptian artwork.
The style was a reaction to the whimsical floral motifs of the Art Nouveau
movement and the forced austerity imposed by World War I. The trapezoidal,
zigzagged, and triangular shapes, chevron patterns, stepped forms, sweeping
curves, and sunburst motifs are all characteristic of the style. As well, modern
materials were essential to the movement and included jade, linoleum, steel,
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Clockwise from top left:

Pierre Frey “Eventail” Velvet Fabric / trade only / www.pierrefrey.com
Timothy Oulton “Rex” 27 cm Diamond Chandelier / $475 / www.timothyoulton.com
Made Goods “Callum” Nesting Tables / $1,850 / www.madegoods.com
Kelly Wearstler “Hillcrest” Tiles for Ann Sacks / starts at $55.13 per sq. ft. /www.annsacks.com
“Euclid” Mosaic Tiles by Sarah Baldwin Designs for New Ravenna / price upon request / www.renaissancetileandbath.com
Jonathan Adler “Vertigo Swivel Chair” / $1,950 / www.jonathanadler.com
Jayson Home Coffered Inlay Trays / $175 - $295 / www.jaysonhome.com
High Fashion Home “Moon” Bench / $349 / www.highfashionhome.com
February / March 2017 | Home Design & DecoR Charlotte 21

style | art deco
plastics, chrome, and Bakelite. Metal was used to
represent the industrial strength of the machine
age and fabrics were exotic and included sharkskin
and zebra. Its appeal lasted until the 1940s, when it
was seen as too ostentatious for wartime.
Art Deco projects produced dynamic collaborations between architects, painters, sculptors, and designers, which resulted in environments like Florida’s
Old Miami Beach and the skyline of New York City.
The American Radiator Building, built in 1924,
was the first Art Deco skyscraper in the United
States, with others including the Chrysler Building,
Empire State Building, Rockefeller Center, and
Radio City Music Hall. These buildings are richly
embellished with hard-edged, low-relief designs, geometric shapes including chevrons and ziggurats, and
stylized floral and sunrise patterns.
North Carolina’s Art Deco lovers can enjoy its
beauty much closer to home. Charlotte’s Hearst
Tower and the Durham Life Building in Raleigh are
beautiful examples of the style and worth a visit.
Built in 2002, the 47-story Hearst Tower, with
its strong bands of glass and solid vertical stone,
is a contemporary translation of the Art Deco aesthetic. The building’s College Street lobby entrance
features brass railings, which were original metalwork from Parisian department store Le Bon
Marché, and handsome black Chinese granite that
makes a statement on the building’s exterior, lobby
floors, and elevator cabs.
Designed in the late 1930s and built in early
1940, Raleigh’s 15-story limestone-clad Durham
Life Building is topped by parapets, which crown
the setbacks of its upper floors. The style is continued in the building’s three-story entryway and
lobby, which feature polished pink marble, terrazzo
flooring, glistening brass fixtures, and mirrors.
Although the movement was short-lived, the
striking and dramatic ornamentation of the style
period has experienced a revival in today’s home
furnishings that extend into textiles, case goods,
décor and other decorative arts. To incorporate the
Art Deco aesthetic into your home, stick to a few
small pieces – a cocktail table, sunburst mirror, or
tray. Like jewelry for your room, these pieces are
the easiest way to add a hint of glamour.u
Clockwise from top left:

Nest Fragrances “Corsica” Reed Diffuser / $75 / www.net-a-porter.com
Fabric and wallcovering from the Metropolis collection from Catherine Martin by Mokum / trade only / www.mokumtextiles.com
Global Views “Sunburst” Floor Screen / $6,247.50 / www.shopcandelabra.com Arteriors “Ellory” Sconce / $900 / www.arteriorshome.com
Made Goods “Lisa” Greyhound Statuettes / set of two $350 / www.madegoods.com
A. Rudin “748” Chair / trade only / www.arudin.com
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trend | geometric

Geometry Rules
By Ashley Hotham Cox

Geometry  |  noun \ ge·om·e·try \jē-ˈä-mə-trē\

A branch of mathematics that deals with the measurement, properties, and relationships of points, lines, angles, surfaces, and solids.

As the adage says, history will repeat itself, and this time,
you’re going to want to take notes. Influenced by movements like
the 1960s Op Art period and Art Deco architecture and styling,
geometric patterns are experiencing a revival that really packs
a punch. Employing clean edges, sculptural elements, clever
repeats, and vibrant colors, these bold and graphic designs will

give your space a fresh, contemporary look that adds depth and
dimension. Whether it’s playing the leading role as the backdrop
to your wall like a tiled kitchen backsplash or wallpapered
foyer or it’s subtly sprinkled throughout as an accent pillow or
catchall, this playful pattern creates visual interest without the
dizzying effect.

Clockwise from left:
Cole & Son “Geometric II” Wallpaper Collection / trade only / www.karensaks.com
Fireclay Tile 2” x 8” Field Tile / starting at $28 per sq. ft. / www.fireclaytile.com
Bend Goods “Peacock” Lounge Chair / $800 / www.bendgoods.com
The Rug Company “Square Chains” Tibetan Rug / $52 per sq. ft. / www.therugcompany.com
John Robshaw “Zanara” Pillow Collection / $145 - $225 / www.johnrobshaw.com
West Elm “Bone Inlaid Bar Cabinet” / $1,299 / www.westelm.com
Alex Drew & No One “Quad Diamond” Cocktail Table / $6,400 / www.alex-drew.com
Jonathan Adler “Versailles” Catchall / $58 / www.jonathanadler.com
24 Home Design & Decor Charlotte | February / March 2017
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Trail Blazers
By Kate Golden

High-Tech Additions
You Need in Your Home

With technology getting more and more advanced each year, it only
makes sense that this would expand to homes. Combining technology and
everyday items makes it easier for us to live our daily lives and makes
normal tasks go by even faster. In today’s world, items that make our lives
easier and save us time are the most valuable. Here is some of the newest
technology available to make your home that much more “user-friendly.”

Keep it Shady
Control Lutron’s Serena ShadesTM from anywhere using your iPhone, iPad or iPod Touch. Using the Lutron app
you can make sure your shades are just how you want from any location, whether you are home, in another state
or abroad. The shades are customizable and come in a variety of styles and fabrics. www.serenashades.com

Speak Up

Free Folding

Find Your Hue

Cool & Connected

The Amazon Echo speaker
can be controlled by your
voice alone and can do a
variety of tasks. You can
play music from Spotify,
Pandora and other music
apps. The device can also
be programmed to control
lights, switches, thermostats,
Philips Hue TM, Samsung
SmartThings, and much
more. The best part is Echo is
always updating and adding
new ways to make your life
easier. www.amazon.com

Hardly anyone enjoys folding
clothes, and now there is
technology available that will
fold them for you. FoldimateTM
will be available for preorder in
2017. This device allows you to
clip your clothes onto a machine
that then folds and steams
each item, saving you time and
sparing you from a boring task.
The machine can also perfume,
soften, and treat your clothes
while they are being folded.
www.foldimate.com

Philips Hue lights come in
three different options: white,
white ambiance, and white
and color ambiance. Hue
white allows easier control for
more comfort, white ambiance
allows users to create warm
or cool light, and white and
color ambiance is the complete
package with color options. All
of the options help create a
more comfortable
and energy efficient home.
www.store.meethue.com

The Family HubTM Refrigerator
by Samsung This refrigerator
has a screen on the front
with apps that allow you to
coordinate schedules and keep
up with the whole family. There
is a calendar, a notes section,
a photos section, and you can
even stream shows and music.
It comes in a variety of styles
and depths to greater adapt to
all your family’s needs. Available
at a variety of retailers.
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TM

Charlotte
5431 Monroe Rd.
704-568-7600

Matthews & Outlet Center
9405 E. Independence Blvd
704-708-4223

Huntersville
9715 A Sam Furr Rd
704-896-9626

Pineville
11523-D Carolina Place Pkwy
704-527-5510

palette | greenery

Lane Venture “Mimi” Collection by Celerie Kemble shown in Sunbrella’s “Armada,” “Hollis,” and “Scene” fabrics all in Cilantro green.

The Green Light
By Ashley Hotham Cox

Taking cues from nature’s lush foliage
and vegetation, Pantone announces Greenery
as its selection for Color of the Year.
At the precipice of spring, where flora is brought back to
life after the deadened winter, greenery is reintroduced into
the landscape. A source of energy and rejuvenation, this
vibrant and happy hue evokes a breath of fresh life into your
home. From textiles and tableware to lighting and accessories,
28 Home Design & Decor Charlotte | February / March 2017

this zesty yellow-green shade reinvigorates the senses and
gives your interiors a refreshing new look for the new year.
Like Gatsby’s green light at the end of his beloved Daisy’s
dock, this year’s hue offers hope and optimism that will
transcend the seasons.

3.
Oomph “Cambridge III”
Armillary Sphere in Parakeet
$2,495
www.oomphonline.com

Mario Luca Giusti
Acrylic Victoria & Albert
Green Footed Coupe
$22
www.jungleeny.com

Dana Gibson Ginger Jar
in Green Bargello
$225
www.danagibson.com

Clockwise from top left:
“O7797005 Tennis” in Anis by Pierre Frey (www.pierrefrey.com)
“15509” in Lime by Duralee (www.duralee.com)
“Serengeti” in Green by Thibaut (www.karensaks.com)
“Beaded Batik” in Lime by Kendall Wilkinson for Fabricut (www.fabricut.com)
“Shimmer” in color 01 by Matthew Williamson for Osborne & Little
(www.osborneandlittle.com)
“Posie Dot” in Picnic Green by Kate Spade for Kravet (www.karensaks.com)

Stray Dog Designs “Nick” Console in Douglas Fir
$1,200
www.straydogdesigns.com
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Design
Board

Lisa Mende
“As a designer, I find inspiration in many different ways. As a child, I would play in the
woods behind our family home. Sticks, leaves, flowers, rocks, and other found items would
become makeshift decor for my playhouse. I still look to nature for inspiration for bookcase
items or color palettes. One can never go wrong when choosing colors found in nature. I often paint ceilings to
mimic the sky even if the rest of the room doesn’t have any blue in it.”
“I also like to use original art in my projects. If a client has art that is special to them, we’ll
often start with that. Sometimes we go gallery hopping to find a piece as our jumping off
point, but often we’ll design the room and then add the art at the end. Regardless of what
you have heard, the art doesn’t have to match the interior. Art can make a statement or be
the conversation point of a room.”
“My travels are also a huge inspiration. When I visit other countries, I always want to
bring a token of their culture home with me. Textiles, art, and items found only in those
countries bring a global influence into interiors that one cannot recreate without travel.”

decorating 101
• Buy the best quality of any home furnishings you
can afford and you’ll only cry once. If you love it, you
will love it for years!
• Keep your large pieces of furniture neutral and
bring in the expensive designer fabrics in a pillow to
keep costs down yet add that punch of pattern every
room needs.
• Don’t forget the ceiling when designing a room.
It is the fifth wall and often a place to pop color or
wallpaper pattern for interest.
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C R E AT I V I T Y, I M A G I N AT I O N A N D S T Y L E ,
ALL THROUGH ONE DOOR.

FrontDoorFabrics.com | Mon – Sat, 9:30 – 5:00 | 9517 Monroe Road, Charlotte | 704•844•6330

Home Design

This formal dining room is a nod to tradition with its antique table and an antique chandelier at the center of the room. Chairs are by William Yeoward. Hand-painted wall
covering is by De Gournay; silk window treatment fabric is by Cowtan and Tout. Sconces are by Niermann Weeks.

Keeping it in the Family

Modern Dreamboat

Page 34

Page 50

A Christopher Hayman painting is a big attention-getter and
conversation piece in this colorful family room. The pillow fabric
is from Manuel Canovas; the chair fabric is from Lee Jofa.
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Keeping it
in the Family
By Page Leggett
Photography by Dustin Peck

An Eastover gem gets
a modern makeover.

G

ordon Mattocks inherited his
parents’ appreciation for art and antiques.
Not only that, a number of his parents’ old
pieces populate his home today.
       He and his wife, Anne-Miller, live in the
stately Eastover home he grew up in. A major,
modern renovation made it very much their house. But Gordon’s
parents, now deceased, are honored here.
“The main thing Gordon and Anne-Miller wanted,” says their
interior designer and friend, Gray Walker, “was to blend family
antiques with their new, modern furniture and art. They wanted to
keep these old family pieces and decorate around them.”
Gray’s clients generally have an appreciation for fine antiques
and want to include at least some in their décor – even if their aesthetic is mostly modern. So, she’s used to the request and knows
how to effortlessly blend old and new.
In this case, that meant going to the Mattockses’ storage units
and measuring every piece of furniture there. She needed to make
sure her plan for where to place each piece was going to work.
Anne-Miller and Gordon, a stockbroker, have three young
children, but Gray says being surrounded by family heirlooms is no
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This east-meets-west room, the living room,
is anchored by an antique screen from Gordon
Mattocks’ family. Lamps are by Christopher
Spitzmiller; faux fur on the chair is by Elizabeth Dow.
The antique oushak rug is original to the room.

problem for them. “This family lives in every room of their house,”
Gray says. “And Anne-Miller keeps her house immaculate. They
taught their children from a very young age to appreciate the fine
things you may have around you. So, there’s nothing off-limits.”
“Things do happen, though,” Gray adds. “And that’s OK with AnneMiller. When an accident happens, she looks at it as adding patina to
a piece.”
With Gray’s help, the Mattockses seamlessly blended heirlooms
and thoroughly modern finds. Centuries-old antiques feel right at
home with modern touches and modern art – much of it from Hidell
Brooks. Most of their artwork was purchased before they hired Gray
to work with architect Ken Pursley on their home renovation. And
they let their art guide many of their design decisions, especially
when it came to color.
Although the walls are mostly pristine white, the home feels
colorful. It comes from the upholstery and art, which are bold and
lively enough to grab your attention. A green velvet sofa stands out
near a fireplace with a blue-and-white tile surround. Bright orange
and turquoise wake you up in one room, while soft grays and browns
soothe in another.
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This room’s window wall really brings the outdoors in. That’s Manuel
Canovas fabric on the curtains and Lee Jofa on the chairs.
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A statement staircase leads the eye upward to the second story. Bench
fabric is by Manuel Canovas for Cowtan & Tout; trim by Samuel and Sons.
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Top: Every gentleman needs a hidden bar. Gordon Mattocks just
opens a “trap door” painting to reveal his secret retreat.
Right: Clean, white walls – punctuated by colorful pops of art – create
a tranquil passageway from the foyer to Anne Miller’s study.
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A tranquil color palette creates a soothing mood in Gordon’s study. The plush rug is Moroccan;
window treatment fabric is from Kelly Wearstler Collection. The room’s lighting is from Visual Comfort;
the modern painting, which opens to reveal a surprising feature – Gordon’s bar! – is by Amanda Talley.
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Left: The uncluttered view from the
kitchen into the pantry.
Bottom: Symmetry reigns in the
simple, elegant, eat-in kitchen.
Overhead lanterns are by Gregorius
Pineo Lanterns. The banquette was
custom-made for the space.
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Left: Fresh flowers await a container for arranging. The
pantry sink is both beautiful and heavy-duty functional.
Bottom: The upstairs foyer gets plenty of natural
light. That’s an antique rug on the hardwood floors.
The home’s original crown molding adds visual interest.

“Color exemplifies them,” Gray says of her clients. And so
does impeccable taste. Gordon Mattocks has an inherent feel for
elegance. “If I put two blue silks in front of Gordon, he’ll choose the
one that’s $300 a yard,” Gray says with a laugh. “He has the best
taste of any man I’ve ever worked with!”
Good taste – like the home and antiques – were handed down
from one Mattocks generation to the next. “Art and antiques –
those are in the family’s genes,” Gray says.
The Mattockses were a dream client for Gray. Their aesthetics
matched, as both client and designer like to mix old and new. The
couple has an appreciation for materials and craftsmanship that are
made to last. And Anne-Miller is decisive. “She makes a decision,
and doesn’t look back,” Gray says. So, the design process was
smooth. Decision-making – often one of the hardest things about a
major renovation – is one of Anne-Miller’s fortes.
While there’s a clutter-free formality to the elegant home,
there’s also something about it that welcomes you to take your shoes
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Mirrored tiles are an elegant, unexpected entryway into
the master bedroom. The Chinoiserie chest is an antique.
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Top: The serene master bedroom,
in multiple shades of cream
and taupe, is anchored by a rug
designed by Gray Walker. The
headboard is a luxurious Kelly
Wearstler fabric, and the bedding
is Leontine linens. The chinoiserie
chest is antique. A statement light
fixture is by Visual Comfort.
Bottom: Beautifully curving stairs
lead to the children’s playroom.
The “curtain wall” (as designer
Gray Walker calls it) fabric is by
Pindler and Pindler.
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The exterior of the Mattockses’ Eastover home
manages to be grand without being imposing.

The blue and white tiles surrounding
the fireplace in Anne Miller’s study
are original to the house. The classic
color scheme of that small area drove
the color decisions for the entire
room. Chair, window and pillows
in China Seas fabric. The velvet sofa
is by kravet.

off and curl up on a sofa under a cashmere throw. The home’s
textures including silk, velvet, leather, and marble are all delicious.
“I went on a texture kick,” Gray says. The dining room walls
are adorned in a hand-painted silk wallpaper by de Gournay. The
home even has several upholstered doors including one door that
is covered in cowhide and has an oval design done in nail heads.
The home is also noteworthy for its symmetry. “I like for a room
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to be easy to read,” Gray explains of her interest in balance. “I think
it relaxes you.”
“Relaxing” is a good word to describe the Mattocks home.
It’s elegant without being fussy. It’s contemporary with a sense
of history. And its rich textures invite you to linger.u
Learn more about Gray Walker and her effortless blending of tradition and
modernity at graywalkerinteriors.com.

custom homes and remodeling

SER V IN G C H AR L OTTE
F OR O V ER 1 5 YEARS

Ask About Our Ready-to-Customize Homes
Now Under Construction In Myers Park
www.hhc-construction.com | 704-777-1343

Tucked into a cliffside near Asheville, this gorgeous modern home built by
Carlton Architecture was designed to work with the landscape, not in spite of it.

Modern

DREAMBOAT

By Anne Marie Ashley
Photography by David Dietrich
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A broad footprint meant that the homeowners could create a home with no wasted space. The kitchen and
breakfast room are warmed by the two-sided living room fireplace, which is accented with black steel.
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N

estled in the rolling foothills of Asheville, the
Moore’s home is not just a modern architectural dreamboat; it’s also a retreat – the
dream home of this empty nester couple on
their new adventure in life.
     The couple visited Asheville on vacation
and decided immediately that they wanted to retire there. Before
they left, they purchased the perfect lot in Lakeview Park – just
four miles from downtown – and four years later, they contacted
Carlton Architecture to get started on the build.
“The Moores were very receptive to our creative direction,”
recalls Rob Carlton, owner and lead designer of Carlton

Architecture and Design Build. “They weren’t predisposed to a
particular architecture style and they warmed immediately to
our site-sensitive, authentic approach.”
Downsizing from an estate in Ithaca, New York, it was a
perfect opportunity for a lifestyle reset – as Rob puts it. The
plans were set, and as Carlton Architecture’s mantra dictates,
the land calls the shots. “Their desires for main level living were
in conflict with the site,” explains Rob. “The steep slope and
geometry of the property required us to put the home closer to
the road. It also meant that the footprint had to be broad and
shallow to minimize the impact on the natural surroundings.”
The Moores chose a lot that was close to town with beautiful
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Top: The homeowner selected lighting
specifically to compliment the abundance of
natural light in the home. Sconces in the master
bath add just the right amount of light.
Right: Steel accents were used throughout
the home to add a modern appeal and the
homeowner’s personal art collection warmed up
the larger, airier spaces.
Bottom: Though the home was built closer to the
road to accommodate the rolling landscape, the
bridge to the front door is inviting and natural.
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views of the Asheville
Mountains. Karen Moore
designed the interiors
herself, making sure
there were no unused
rooms or wasted floor
space. “For me, good
home design starts with
feeling comfortable
immediately,” says
Karen. “No rooms for
‘display only’; and using
lots of natural light
alongside thoughtful
lighting design, too.”
Replacing many of their
traditional pieces with
more modern ones, Karen
purchased many of their
pieces from Mobilia in
downtown Asheville that
features clean lines and
modern designs. “In my
mind, you should get rid
of anything that you don’t
love or need,” advises
Karen.
When asked about
her favorite room in the
home, Karen decides
that it’s the main living
space. “This area feels
warm with Cypress walls
and ceilings and huge
windows,” she explains.
“I love the black steel
fireplace and black steel
accents in the kitchen;
I love the exposed steel
beams that are the major
support structures for the
home.  I love the trough
lighting that is in all three
areas.  I feel like I live in a
tree house.”u

A picture window in the master bathroom bathes
the bathtub and shower with natural light.
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YOUR POOL. YOUR RULES.
Nothing beats the convenience and luxury of having your own
Anthony & Sylvan pool. Swim laps in the morning, or host a late
night party. Invite the neighborhood kids over—or don’t. We’ll
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High Cotton Home is
a State of Mind
By Page Leggett

Rodney Hines’ South End showroom offers affordable
elegance that’s also heavy on comfort
Rodney Hines doesn’t want anyone to be fooled by the name
of his South End furniture store. Its moniker, High Cotton, refers
to the feeling of being surrounded by luxury.
And luxury, he says, does not mean expensive.
“High cotton” is an old Southern phrase – and Hines is a good
Southern boy with a classic drawl to prove it – that originated
in the cotton-farming communities across the South. When the
cotton was high, business was good.
But you needn’t have a “high cotton” budget to afford High
Cotton. “You can get a sofa here – I mean, a really high-end, beautifully made, durable sofa – for under $2,000,” Hines says.
The showroom is big and airy and never overcrowded with
merchandise. It’s easy to maneuver around the store without
feeling overwhelmed. Drop in to shop for a specific item – a
lamp, a bed, a sideboard – or come in for consultation about a
whole room. Or your whole house or apartment.
“We have a staff like no other,” Hines says. “Our head of
design, Eric Ennis, is just brilliant.” Ennis – or any of the staff –
can help clients design an entire room. But you don’t have to go
whole hog, to borrow another Southern expression. “Our designers can help you come up with a long-term vision for your living
room, bedroom, dining room, what-have-you,” Hines says. “We
have computer programs to show you the furniture layout of
each room you design. You might walk out with a sofa after your
first visit and then fill in the rest of it over time.”
Don’t be fooled by the size of the High Cotton showroom.
While it’s meant to be sizable without being overwhelming,
there are hundreds – even thousands – more options than what
you’ll find in the store. There are dozens of finishes for the
case goods – the dressers, dining tables, chests and beds – and
oodles of fabric choices. “Our showroom just demonstrates what
we have,” Hines says. “The options are limitless once we start
looking at all the variations available.”
And limitless is not hyperbole. Hines is proud to carry prestigious, well-crafted Vanguard furniture. Through Vanguard’s
“Make it Yours” program, there are literally 15 million ways to
customize a bedroom to your liking. Choose your piece, the base
you want, the “face” you want (bamboo, grass cloth, Greek key,
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mod, classic, and more), the hardware (lion’s head, art deco,
bail pull), hardware finish (brass, bronze, nickel), hardware
placement, and wood finish – from gold leaf to a distressed look.
There are so many choices that Hines says you can consider
each piece a one-of-a-kind.
       High Cotton can offer clients full-service design capabilities,
too. “We work with some of the area’s best contractors, painters,
wallpaper hangers, and more,” Hines says. “We can put you in
touch with the right folks or arrange it all for you.”
Hines is in perpetual motion and loves being based in Charlotte’s most bustling area. “We’re in the fastest-growing area of
the city, thanks to the light rail,” he says. “We love being right
in the thick of things and love that South End has become a
retail destination.”
Don’t make the mistake of thinking High Cotton equals high
prices. Hines prides himself on carrying pieces of great style,
quality, and most of all, comfort. “Our homes are our havens,”
he says. “Why would you not want your home to be as welcoming as it can be? At High Cotton, we are all about affordable, comfortable living.” u

Take it from Rodney Hines: You can live on a budget and still live in
high cotton. Visit High Cotton Home at 2137 South Blvd. Learn more at
www.highcottonhomecompany.com or call 704-335-1220.
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Living
The
Business
It’s been said there’s
no greater marketing
tool than word-of-mouth,
but Simon Spiers and the
Pool By Design team take
that mantra a step further.
By Brandy Woods Snow
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When it comes to pools, they’re masters of
design and craftsmanship with more than 40 years
of experience in the field. The extra step? They
bring their business home, committed to testing
all their products first themselves.
“My staff and I ‘live’ the products, and I’m
not aware of another pool company that can
claim they have such firsthand experience of
ownership and maintenance, especially not the
sales team who are THE point of contact between
the company and customer base. Since that’s
the case, what is their motivation for product
recommendations if not experience or testing?
Profit. Salesmen are commissioned. They see what
gives them the best commission,” Spiers explains.
With Pool By Design, homeowners can forge
ahead with confidence, knowing their project
won’t be a guinea pig for untested products,
because the Pool By Design team understands the
choice to install a pool is an investment in their
home, their family and their lifestyle. Discerning
homeowners can appreciate the seasoned
expertise with which the team considers the needs
and goals of the space and easily translate those
into a comprehensive and functional design using
only the highest quality products.
“I test everything before I put my name to it. If
the manufacturer can’t supply a test unit, then I
won’t hang my reputation or the satisfaction of my
customers on them,” Spiers adds. “I only sell what
meets my standards.”
Not only can Spiers personally attest to the
products he sells, but he can also give potential
customers a glimpse of the possibilities for their
own space. Spiers and his wife Jo have built
their home pool as a veritable showplace, where
customers are invited to see for themselves
the capabilities of all new pool installations or
backyard renovations.
“My pool is an experiment into what we can
actually build. It is an add-on to the original
structure but is designed to flow seamlessly into
the aesthetic and topography as if it’s been there
from the start,” Spiers says. “I want them to see
that pools would only be a stark, flat hole in the
ground without such integration in design.”
While Florida maintains its position as the
largest pool market in the country, the flat, open
land provides little resistance in creating pools that
provide continuity with the landscape. But, it’s the
areas characterized by hills and sloping terrain,
like those in the Charlotte area, that open the door
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to venturing outside the box. “Innovation comes from meeting
and surmounting these challenges,” says Spiers. “The industry
improves by demand and one-upmanship, and Pool By Design is
at the pinnacle.”
One of the latest products to be tested in the Spiers family pool
is a set of Hayward LED lights, which have proven a successful
venture. The lights not only add ambiance, but they are also built
to meet new safety and construction codes already adopted in
California and Florida and quickly becoming the standard nationwide.
“We stay ahead of these things through our affiliation with a
national pool industry association covering the USA and Canada
and use that knowledge to keep our customers and our company
far ahead of the curve,” explains Spiers. “As for the product,
I’d been pretty anti-LED for many years, but living with and
using these lights changed my mind, and now I love bringing
customers over for a look-see.”
Spiers urges homeowners not to settle for second best and
to be direct in questioning salesmen why they are promoting a
particular product.
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“Don’t rely on second-hand information from a manufacturer
website or promotional brochure,” he advises. “You can find
that anywhere. Demand the information come from a first-hand
source—the person who has lived with and maintained the
product. If a salesman can’t do that, chances are he’s promoting
based on profit instead of proven capabilities.”
Still, there’s the question of why. Why does Pool By Design go
to all the effort instead of blindly suggesting products based on
manufacturer recommendations? Simple; Spiers explains, “My
business is an investment, and my relationship with my customers
is paramount. I have a compassion for them and their needs, and
they can rest assured their trust in me will not be displaced.”
And maybe, there’s even a fun side to all of it, too. A little mix
of business and pleasure, if you will. To date, twenty-three children
have learned to swim in their pool, and Spiers is overjoyed to
admit that makes him very happy.u
Want to rediscover a world of opportunity in your backyard?
Contact Pool by Design at 704-3DESIGN (704-333-7446) or visit
www.poolbydesign.com.
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How A Design Project
Comes To Life
One Step at a Time
By Dawn Harris

Does a home makeover—or even a room refresh—seem
overwhelming to you?  Well, you’re in good company. In fact, most
people think furnishing a space from the ground up is more than
they can handle.
That’s where Ethan Allen’s designers come in! They know
that beautiful spaces aren’t made in a day, and they have all the
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experience and know-how it takes to manage a project—and
expectations—while keeping your budget under control.
Say you want to create an engaging living room with classic
lines and a modern edge—in stages. The designers are right
there to help. They’ll help you identify the pieces you like, from
big-ticket items to the smallest details, and assign each of them

a role in your big-picture design plan. Then, they’ll create a
practical timeline, so that the room will have a finished look
every step of the way. It’s how Ethan Allen brings great designs,
like your stylish living room, to life.
Here’s how: The stylish Carlotta sofa in a gorgeous, textured
ivory fabric and Corrine chair in patterned teal are a perfect
match with the Heron coffee table. Together, they create a
statement arrangement. In designer-speak, that’s the space’s
design foundation.
Next up: Your designer might add crisp drapery panels and a
woven shade to diffuse light; a simple bound area rug to define
the space; and oversized accent pillows for dimension and
warmth. Now the room’s ready for artful touches, like a bold
abstract that provides drama and visual balance and the alwaysfabulous studded Bowen Chest. A floor lamp and leather-clad
end table introduce new materials. The stunning Jaca Marble
Top accent table, a contrasting wall mirror, the Black Dotted
garden seat, and a few well-chosen, unique accents take the

room’s beauty to new heights.
Ethan Allen designers encourage big-picture thinking from
the get-go. Draperies, area rugs, artwork, and decorative accents
may feel like a splurge, but in fact, they’re design fundamentals.
Avoid the delivery-day blues. Our designers will make sure your
new space has it all, including great style and personality.
The final, finished look in your mind’s eye may take time
to build, but with a sensible design plan, it will never look like
anything’s missing. The longest design journey begins with
the first stylish step. And an Ethan Allen designer is excellent
company along the way.u

Come by and meet our design team, a group that has a combined 150+
years of experience as design professionals. It’s their job to help you
design the home of your dreams—doing as much or as little as you like.
And remember: Their services are always free! Call 704-341-7512 for an
appointment. For inspiration and ideas, visit ethanallen.com or visit the
Design Center at 11516 Carolina Place Parkway, Charlotte/Pineville.
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Building your new
home is easier with
the right financing
in your plans.
Thinking about building a home? With a Citizens Construction-to-Permanent Mortgage Loan, you can start putting
your plans into action. This special program lets you secure both the construction and permanent financing for
your new home at a great fixed interest rate in one process through closing. It’s just one of the ways we’re working
to be sure your home financing experience is as smooth and easy as possible. That’s what a good bank does.
Available with owner-occupied and second home / vacation properties, the Construction-to-Permanent
Mortgage Loan lets you —
• Lock in your permanent loan rate at application.
• Obtain a fixed-rate mortgage or a 5/1, 7/1 or 10/1 adjustable-rate mortgage for the permanent loan.
• Make interest-only payments during the construction period.
• Include lot financing or build a home on your own lot.
• For primary residences:
• Take advantage of up to 90% financing for loan amounts up to $850,000.
• Renovate an existing home or, if you choose, tear it down and rebuild.
For more information, please call me today!
David Woldman
Construction Lending Specialist
NMLS ID# 659150
704-651-8377
david.m.woldman@citizensone.com

Mortgages are offered and originated by Citizens Bank, N.A. Citizens One Home Loans™ is a brand name of Citizens Bank, N.A. (NMLS ID# 433960) All loans are subject to approval.
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Contributing Editor
B u ilding a
B e tt e r H o m e

As I sit here and type this, it’s Charlotte’s first (and probably last) snowy day of the year.  
The ground is not yet covered; instead it’s a southern, wintery mix of red mud, dried grass
and a dusting of snow - the perfect recipe for a mess!  Wildly excited and wildly dirty, my
children and Labrador retrievers run in and out of the house to warm up and change wet
mittens.  It’s in this happy chaos that I’m reminded of how much I love a good mudroom!
A great mudroom, or drop zone as they’re often called, is not just for the odd snowy
day but is also an everyday workhorse of a room.  This one little room gives busy families
a practical solution to life’s most common messes.  A high functioning mudroom provides
a spot to kick off muddy shoes before dirt is tracked through the house, hooks for kids to
hang coats and backpacks, a Dutch door to corral pets and their food, and a small desk or
countertop where mail can be sorted and electronics charged.  This room can be equally as

ma r y
L u d e man N

u

The Hardest
Working
(little)
Room in
the House
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“It’s in this
happy chaos
that I’m
reminded
of how much
I love a good
mudroom!”

gorgeous as it is practical,
and the best part is that it
can be the easiest room to
add.  A small addition off a
back door, closing in a side
entry or screened porch, or
even adding a few custom
details to make a back
hallway or laundry room
highly efficient can give
you tremendous value for
minimum investment.
Unfortunately, I don’t
have a mudroom on this
snowy day; we are renting
a home while we build
our new home.  But I have
spent countless hours
designing the perfect
mudroom for our family
and I’m dreaming of that
space for next year’s snow
day!  In the meantime, I’m
doing my best to pick up
and dry out mittens and
mop the floors… again.u
Mary Ludemann is the
founder of New Old and has
been designing and building
homes for over 12 years. To
discuss your next dream build
or renovation project, contact
New Old at 704-975-5196. For
more information, visit www.
newold.com or email them at
building@newold.com.
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What Women
Really Want

It’s my belief that the master
bedroom should be a retreat.
A soothing, pulled together oasis of comfort.  I know I can’t be the only one who
occasionally escapes to my bedroom early just to tune out the day.  Not only am I an
admitted sheet snob, but I’ve turned my husband into one too, learning early on they are
an investment worth every penny (give Bedside Manor a call and get yourself some biggirl sheets!).  
When it comes to function and decor, my taste tends towards the mis-matched instead
of the furniture “suit” so often sold in stores. If you’re lucky
enough to have a large bedroom with room enough for a sitting
area too, well…then you really have the ability to create a little
piece of heaven.
When designing this space, I was graced with a bedroom that
not only accommodated a king size bed, but also a beautiful bay
window sitting area.  Having a spot to lounge for a bit before
bedtime or on a weekend morning just adds to the relaxation,
and you may never want to leave.  It’s peaceful knowing this
space is all yours – not your kids’, not your pet’s, and not your
husband’s.  A place to curl up and watch that movie no one will
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watch with you or spend a few hours on Pinterest with a big ‘ole
glass of red wine.  Sounds divine, I say, so why not make it pretty
and personal?
Start by creating a zone. In this design, and in this room as a
whole, having a large, custom carpet was my jumping off point.  
It’s worth every bit to fill the space and cut around all those
curves and angles.  Soft on the feet, and just visually beautiful,
this stunner is by Stark Carpet, and they never let me down.  Soft
walls with a little pop of texture in the grasscloth pattern adds to

the cozy factor in a large room.  Splurge on the perfect curtain
fabric if paired with blinds, and add a little sparkle with
a chandelier.  
Sometimes you really do just need to create a space that
is all yours.u
Beth Keim is the owner of Lucy and Company, a full-service interior
design firm located at 1009 East Boulevard. For more information,
visit www.lucyandcompany.com or call 704-342-6655.
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Bringing thestonework
of Scotland to the carolinas
The Stone Man has been designing and building outdoor
living areas in Charlotte for fifteen years. We have helped
hundreds of people improve their homes and add new
dimensions to their lifestyle. You can find us in magazines,
at trade shows, sponsoring local events, on Houzz, Angies
List, local radio and TV, online, and on bumper stickers!
It all started on a little farm in Scotland. Thank you
for helping us build a great company. We are proud to
call Charlotte home!

®
Licensed contractors in NC and SC

704.616.7948 | StoneManRocks.com
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New Year,
New Gratitude

The clock struck midnight on December
31, and without much fanfare, I popped
open a nice bottle of Champagne. I poured
ten glasses, and we exchanged hugs and
a toast. I looked around at the same faces
that have become so familiar to me since I
opened Barrington’s 16 years ago. I’ve been
lucky in that I’ve kept my staff intact for the
better part of a decade. My general manager,
Peggy, was the first person I hired and I’m
confident that I wouldn’t have made it six
months without her, and definitely wouldn’t
be where I am today. I thanked Jason, my
executive chef, who has been the talented
rock in my kitchen for close to a decade and
has afforded me the opportunity to pursue
other ventures.
I looked around at the other faces that
I’ve grown to know so well over the last ten
years with the full knowledge that they are
my family. Fatigue showed in everyone’s
eyes, and we were all comfortable enough
with each other to show it. December is a
long month in the restaurant industry. We
are busy every night,
and sometimes
customers bring
their holiday stress
to dinner with them.
It’s always a delicate
dance to keep the
wheels from coming
off. We quietly wish
each other a happy
New Year and head
off into the night and
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to our other families.
When I arrive home, well after midnight,
there is a dim glow coming from the master
bedroom. I enter the room and see on the
television that the New Year’s Eve festivities
have ended and that I can buy the world’s
best nonstick pan for one low, low price. My
wife and seven-year-old are sleeping, and
I get a sudden regret that I’m missing too
much. I carry him to his room and tuck him
in. I head back, and my wife looks at me with
one sleepy eye and says he tried but only
made it to 11:30. Maybe next year. She then
drifts off again.
Over the next two days, the restaurants
are closed, and I try to make the most of it.
I spend hours outside throwing the football
with my son. In the evening, I cook my wife
those fabulous meals that everyone assumes
she has every night, rather than only the three
or four times a year I get the energy to cook
a restaurant-grade meal at home.  The next
day, I’m back in the restaurant discussing new
beginnings and all the innovative changes we
want to implement in the coming year. I’ve
realized I am a man with two homes and two
families. I thank everyone, in Charlotte and
beyond, who have made that possible.u
Chef Bruce Moffett is the executive chef and
owner of Moffett Restaurant Group, consisting of
Barrington’s Restaurant, Good Food on Montford
and Stagioni. He’s been in the restaurant business
35 years, and cooking even longer. You’ll find him
in the kitchen mostly at the flagship, Barrington’s.
To make reservations, call 704-364-5755. For more
information, visit www.moffettrestaurantgroup.com.

Premier Stone Fabricators of marble, quartz and granite
Visit our New Complete kitchen and bath Design Studio
offering cabinets, tile, faucets, hardware and design Services

New Location with full kitchen displays and large slab selection
Conveniently located off Highway 16
963 N NC Highway 16 | Denver, NC 28037
704-966-4470 | www.lakenormangranite.com
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IT’S WHAT
YOU
DON’T SEE

A lot of heart and soul goes into making
fine custom cabinetry, and it’s important
that you get the answers you want from
the company you select for your project.
In past columns, I have focused on the
visual aspects of design.  As designers, we
are driven by what we see – it’s what we
love!  It’s all about beautiful finishes, great
cabinet door designs, exciting lighting,
countertop materials, electronics, dazzling
tiles and accent pieces.  This will always
be what we strive for, because it makes us
happy and proud.
For this editorial, rather than
expounding on visuals, I would like to
educate readers on things you can’t see,
in the hopes of helping you select the best
product for your kitchen project. A lot
of heart and soul goes into making fine
custom cabinetry, and it’s important that
you get the answers you want from the
company you select for your project.
That being said, here are a few questions
you should ask when scouting your kitchen
designer, and depending on the answer,
some advice on finding the best fit.
Q. Is your product made in the US?
If not, the exchange rate, shipping costs,
fuel consumption and time frame may need
further review.
Q. Is the factory participating in
environmentally friendly practices for
emissions and waste?
The factory should be capturing
approximately 97 percent of all volatile
organic compounds in addition to having its
own recycling program for waste materials.
Q. Does the wood for your cabinetry come
from an approved forestry program?
Participating in responsible harvesting of
wood shows care for the environment.
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Q. Does the material contain any
dangerous chemicals?
Some particleboard and finishes contain
dangerous chemicals that can slowly leak
off gas into your home.
Q. What is the warranty on your product?
A fine, top quality cabinet should come
with a limited lifetime warranty on the
entire cabinet (the finish, all moving parts
& construction).
Q. Does the factory provide a safe and
healthy environment for its employees?
   The workplace environment can be
a direct reflection on the quality of the
product that you are purchasing, as well as
the company’s mission statement.
I believe that with a little due diligence
and awareness, we can not only achieve
incredible design with exciting materials,
but also support domestic labor while also
being respectful of our environment.
Charlotte is home to some wonderful
design professionals, experienced builders,
remodelers and suppliers of appliances,
lighting, slab and tile showrooms, and
every accessory needed to complete your
kitchen.  Let 2017 be the year you decide to
design your dream kitchen!u
Catherine Whitney is the showroom manager
and designer at South End Kitchens. She has
30 years experience in the kitchen and bath
industry and works diligently with clients every
step of the way. For more information or to
schedule an appointment, call 704-508-9505 or
email Catherine at catherine@southendkitchens.
com. The design studio is located in the historic
Meeting Hall building at 1500 South Blvd, Suite
101-A. You can also visit South End Kitchens at
www.sekdesignstudio.com.
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The World At
Your Feet

Ran d y
H u gh e s

One of the most significant components to a
new or renovated home is the flooring system.
Over the last few years, there has been
a major push for consumers to choose
smaller businesses for their buying needs.
Why is that, you might ask? Well, there are
several reasons.  The biggest reason, especially when it comes to flooring, is quality of
service. Large chain stores outsource their
labor to other contractors. The installation
process is often tailored to meet the needs
of the company instead of the customer.
With a small business, the quality of work
is more closely monitored and often the

u

Buying from
a Smaller
Family
Owned
Flooring
Business

issue, you know exactly with whom to talk.
Smaller family-owned flooring
companies usually have larger showrooms
with a wide variety of materials and
samples. Not only do they have the basics,
but many of these companies have specialty
products that you would not find elsewhere.
If something is not available, it can be ordered
immediately and arrive within a few days.
One of the biggest misconceptions
among consumers is that smaller
businesses charge more than chain stores.
While this may be true at times, it is not
always the case. Many of the mom-and-pop
stores you visit have access to wholesale
prices and can offer a variety of discounts,
sales and finance options. Cheap is NOT
always better. When it comes to flooring,
you are not just paying for a product.
You are paying for expertise, installation,
customer service, the experience and the
assurance that you will get what you paid
for. So the next time you are in the market
for new flooring, do not exclude your local
family owned store.u

installers are more experienced. In
addition, the turnaround time is shorter
and better meets the customer’s needs.
If you know very little about flooring,
the selection process can be overwhelming.
Chain stores employ sales representatives
that often work in multiple departments.
The individual has a basic knowledge of
flooring, but is not an expert. At a smaller
company, the sales representatives usually
have participated in their line of work for
decades. In fact, many of them have been
installers, as well. This allows them to
better assist the customer in their decision-making process. When shopping at a
small business, you will continue to work
with the same sales person from start to
finish. There is no middleman. If you have an
Randy Hughes, founder of Hughes Floor Covering, has been in the flooring business for over 40
years. Their family-run showroom carries one of the best selections of carpet, hardwoods, vinyl,
laminates and ceramic and porcelain tile in the Charlotte area. Visit them at 4312 Monroe Road,
call them at 704-372-7486 or visit www.hughesfloorcovering.com.
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Moving vs.
Remodeling

It is perhaps one of the most
emotionally charged questions every
homeowner will face at some point:
“should we look for another home or
stay and remodel our current home?”
All indications are that 2017 will be
another year of increasing real estate
values in the Charlotte market. We will
see many of our clients look at how this
will impact their current home’s equity,
and assuming out-of-town relocation
isn’t an issue, how to best leverage that
equity increase if their current home
isn’t meeting their needs and wants.
While those needs are unique to each
client, I remind them that if they like
their schools, their neighborhood, and
their yard, those things can’t be taken
with them if they decide to move. Here
are two big questions that need to be
answered before you decide:
What will be our real cost of moving?
There are obvious things like mover
fees, real estate expenses, or temporary
housing and storage fees if you sell your
home before you find another one. But
also consider the costs to make repairs
or improvements that need to be done
before the house can go on the market.
These added expenses can be as simple

as minor repairs or painting or as major
as replacing HVAC or roofing. Contrary
to what you see on TV, most home
shoppers aren’t looking for a ‘fixerupper.’ Understanding what you’ll be
spending just to put your house up for
sale is a critical factor in your decision
to move or stay.
Can our home be remodeled to meet our
current and long-term needs?
My advice here is first to make a list
of all of the things that you would like
to improve about your current home.
It may be simple things like updating
the backsplash tile in your kitchen or
as complex as needing a larger master
suite or a more expansive open kitchen
and living area. Once you have your list
completed, prioritize it. There are going
to be items that need to come first, for
example, updated electrical systems or
structural repairs, followed by the notso-necessary wants like a shower with
heated benches or a kitchen with a builtin espresso maker. With your prioritized
list in hand, begin talking with an
experienced remodeler to get a sense of
whether or not your list is feasible and
prudent. You might be surprised to learn
that some things may not be as difficult
to remodel as you thought, or you may
be advised that what you want isn’t
going to work with your current home.
Either way, a true professional will be
frank and not simply tell you what they
think you want to hear.
In summary, there is no ‘one size fits
all’ answer to the question of “should
we move or remodel.” Determine your
cost to move, prioritize your wants and
needs, then rely on Charlotte’s deep
network of residential professionals to
help you decide what is right for you
and your unique circumstances.u
Brad Little is the President of Case Design/
Remodeling of Charlotte and part of a leadership
team made up of seasoned remodeling and
design professionals with over 220 years
of combined experience. Contact them to
discover how they can help you with your
home remodeling or repair needs. For more
information, visit www.casecharlotte.com or
call 704-759-3920.
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Your vision begins here...

charlotte rug gallery
A gallery of Fine rugs

Creating Beautiful
Kitchens and Baths
Two convenient
Kohler Showrooms

Kitchen & Bath Collection

HUNTERSVILLE
16235 Northcross Dr | Huntersville, NC 28078
704.892.6466 | www.hugheshuntersville.com

MYERS PARK SHOPPING CENTER
1025-B Providence Road
Charlotte, NC 28207
www.charlotteruggallery.com

704-332-1717

Southpark
621 South Sharon Amity Rd. | Charlotte, NC 28211
704.366.9099 |www.themajesticbath.com
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As always, Trades Considered,
Cleaning, Restoration and
Appraisal Services Available

LIVING WITH PETS IS EASY...

WHEN YOU HAVE THE BEST PROTECTIVE
TREATMENTS & NO CHARGE SPOTTING SERVICE
FOR YOUR CARPET, RUGS & FURNITURE!

Fiber-Seal of Charlotte | 4100 Carmel Rd. Ste B #197 | Charlotte, NC 28210
704.665.7260 | www.Charlotte.FiberSeal.com | Charlotte@FiberSeal.com

HIGHLANDS
The Highlands Chair & Oval End Table
showcase much of what we have learned in over
100 years about style and enduring quality. With
Stickley, you will find something beautiful for
every room in your home.

complimentary interior design service

Highlands Chair &
Oval End Table

11410 Carolina Place Parkway, Pineville, NC 28134
980.585.0941
7215 Smith Corners Blvd. (I-77 and Harris Blvd.)
Charlotte 704.597.0718
stickleyaudi.com
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The smart
kitchen
remodel.

HIGHER QUALITY AND 30-50% LESS THAN BIG BOX STORES!

Tearing out and
replacing cabinets
is expensive,
messy, and often
unnecessary!
Our Amish-crafted
1/4" SOLID WOOD
REFACING SYSTEM
saves time, money
and hassle. Let us
show you... FREE!

Call for a
complimentary
in-home
consultation
and our current
special offer.

AMISH-CRAFTED SOLID WOOD REFACING SYSTEM
©2016 AWR

C HARLOTT E

Est.1979

America’s Finest
Cabinet Refacing System

980-339-7191

• Huge selection of
wood, style & finish
• Modify or add cabinets
• Roll-outs & many
convenience options*

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

• Completed in 1-3 days!
• Yes. countertops, too! *
*Also available separately.
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REFERENCES
IN YOUR AREA
FINANCING
AVAILABLE
FAMILY OWNED

woodreface .com

ALSO SERVING TRIAD, SANDHILLS, UPSTATE SC, CHARLESTON, HILTON HEAD, SAVANNAH

Your Outdoor Kitchen
and Grill Specialist

Visit our retail showroom:
2324 Distribution St. Charlotte, NC 28203
704-332-8447 • www.charlottegrillco.com
Showcasing Danver
Outdoor Cabinets
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design

spotlight

First Raleigh Show Home Opens to
Support Local Boys and Girls Clubs

March 25 – April 9
Designers and organizations from all over
North Carolina, including Charlotte, are joining the
Raleigh community to introduce a premiere Show
Home.  DJF Builders has partnered with Allen Tate
Realtors and Sheri Hagerty Realty Group to launch
“DJF Builds Great Futures”, a community-wide
campaign in support of the local Boys & Girls Club.  
The 6,000+ square foot house, built by awardwinning home builder Dennis Fitzgerald, will be open
on Wednesdays through Sundays starting March 25.
An opening night gala will be held at the home on
3021 Granville Drive in Raleigh on March 23. The gala is a ticketed
event featuring local food vendors, chefs, speakers and sponsors.
Brandshops, based in Charlotte, will be hosting a speaker series of
notable designers and industry professionals on Friday, March 24
from 9:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m. at the home.
The house boasts four bedrooms, four and a half baths and
a 1,000 square feet of outdoor space highlighted by formal
English gardens.  All proceeds from the Raleigh Boys & Girls
Club Designer Show Home, including the sale of the home, the
designer entry fee and the sponsorship sales, will be donated to
the Boys & Girls Clubs of Wake County. Also, each designer has
the opportunity to sell their products from their assigned room
and donate 10% of their sales back to the organization.
For 50 years, Boys & Girls Clubs have enabled young people
most in need to achieve great futures as productive, caring,
responsible citizens. Priority programs emphasize academic
success, good character and citizenship, and healthy lifestyles.
“In planning a project of this scope, we could think of no worthier
organization to benefit from these efforts,” Fitzgerald says.
Each room will be expertly decorated by local, state and
national designers, highlighting the latest trends in interior
design.  One of the designers, Tula Summerford of Design by

Tula, will be creating what she describes as a “Modern Luxe
Office Space”, perfect for working or entertaining. “I love a room
that tells a story and sings a song. I love color, textures, fabrics
and even a few trends,” Tula says. “It’s all about balance; the
space I’m creating will have a bit of it all.”
To learn more about the project, become a sponsor, attend
the preview party, purchase a ticket or volunteer, please visit
www.DJFBuildsGreatFutures.com.

Designers of this premiere home (as of press time):
Lisa Mende – Powder Room
Madcap Cottage – Family Room
Betsy Anderson – Master Bedroom
Martha Schiedner of La Maison – Breakfast Room
Patrick Casey of Greenfront – Game Room
Sally Williams of Colorful Concepts Interior Design –
     Entryway and Hallway to Bedroom
Alison Roane – Bedroom #4 and Bathroom #4
Zandy Gammons of The Warehouse – Bedroom #3 / Bathroom #3
Katherine Connell – Dining Room
Leigh Jones – Bedroom #2 and Bathroom #2
MA Allen – Library
Anne Wagnor – Garden Room
Tula Summerford – Sitting Room
MFANO – Covered Porch
Southern Studio – Stair Hall, Upstairs and Downstairs

Southern Spring Home & Garden Show
February 24-26 and March 3-5
The Southern Spring Home & Garden Show will be at The
Park Expo and Conference Center located at 800 Briar
Creek Road. Discover the newest home and garden products
for 2017 and hear guest speakers like Frank Fritz from the
History Channel’s American Pickers. Home Design & Decor Magazine will be
located at booth 2114 at Independence Hall. Stop by and meet our staff! For
more information on show times and tickets visit www.southernshows.com.
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Visit Charlotte’s Largest
Flooring Showroom

“Prior to arriving at Hughes Floor Covering, we visited four different flooring stores.
No one was able to adequately assist us. The sales associate at Hughes was
more than accommodating. He was not only knowledgeable about our options, he
gave suggestions, had personal experience in installing the flooring system,
and provided us with samples to take home. On our installation day, our order
was on time and the installers were friendly and very competent. They ensured
we were completely satisfied, respected our property, and left the work area clean.
They did what they said they would do in every phase of the process.”
– Recent Customer

Hughes Floor Covering, Inc
4312 Monroe Road • Charlotte, NC 28205
(704) 372-7486 • HughesFloorCovering.com
FEATURED on WCNC’s Charlotte Today: bit.ly/AC-WCNC1
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arts and culture

spotlight
Works of Romare Bearden
Charlotte Fine Art Gallery
February 1 - March 4
charlottefineart.com
In honor of Black History Month, Charlotte Fine Art Gallery is
introducing the Works of Romare Bearden exhibit in Februrary.
This free exhibit will showcase over 45 of Romare Bearden’s most
iconic limited edition, signed and numbered prints from a private
collection. All works in this private collection will be available
for purchase and 25% of proceeds will be donated to brain cancer
research and the continued fight for a cure. Charlotte Fine Art
Gallery is located in South Charlotte in Carmel Village Shoppes.

Sally Bennett
Elder Gallery
February 3-25
elderart.com
Sally Bennett will be introducing her series entitled “Reconstruction”. These paintings are heavily rooted in the artist’s life
experiences. She uses a unique language of symbols, patters, color, and collage to tell her story. The reception for this show will be on
February 3 from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. The exhibit will be up all month and shown at Elder Gallery at 1520 South Tryon Street in Charlotte.

Surface
Lark and Key Gallery
February 3 - March 31
larkandkey.com

Raul Diaz: Poetic Vision
Jerald Melberg Gallery
Through March 8
jeraldmelberg.com

Cristina Toro: Strike a Match to
Hear My Sound
LaCa Projects
Februrary 3 - April 7
lacaprojects.com

Lecture: Anna Dickson
Mint Museum Uptown
February 22, 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
mintmuseum.org

Ruth Ava Lyons

Mint Eight-O Aloha!
With The Bad Daddies

Mint Museum Randolph
February 22, 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
mintmuseum.org

Mint Museum Uptown
March 3
mintmuseum.org
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Mint
Eight-0
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inspire. follow. like.

www.homedesigndecormag.com
Visit www.homedesigndecormag.com
for additional photos from all of our feature homes
and our local design resource guide.
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Crafting beautiful outdoor living spaces since 1982

Design/ Build services:
• General Contracting
• Outdoor Kitchens / Fireplaces / Entertainment Areas
• Swimming Pool / Pool House Construction
• Professional Masterplan Design

Coogan’s Landscape Design
GC License # 54157

704.889.1500
www.cooganslandscape.com
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Market Samples • Consignment • Home Decor • Estate Settlements
11416 “D” Independence Blvd. | Charlotte, NC 28105 | 704-847-2620 | www.consignment1st.com

Custom Homes from $300K to over $2 million
SheaCustom.com | 704.602.3333

We offer:
Custom homes on your homesite | Homesite selection assistance
Designing & drawing your dream home
2-10 Home Buyer’s Warranty | Use your plan or start with one of ours

POOL
BY
DESIGN
Making parents, kids and
dogs happy since 1976

217 Fairwood Avenue
Charlotte, NC 28203

Call about our current swimming pool specials!

(704) 3DESIGN
333-7446
poolbydesign.com
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